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Abstract
In this paper, the interaction between a Λ-type three-level atom and two-mode cavity
field is discussed. The detuning parameters and cross-Kerr nonlinearity are taken into
account and it is assumed that atom-field coupling and Kerr medium to be f -deformed.
Even though the system seems to be complicated, the analytical form of the state vector
of the entire system for considered model is exactly obtained. The time evolution of
nonclassical properties such as quantum entanglement and position-momentum entropic
uncertainty relation (entropy squeezing) of the field are investigated. In each case, the
influences of the detuning parameters, generalized Kerr medium and intensity-dependent
coupling on the latter nonclassicality signs are analyzed, in detail.
1 Introduction
Quantum mechanical point of view of atom-field interaction, most of the time, shows new fea-
tures of quantum nature of the field as well as the atom. The quantum description of atom-field
interaction is elegantly described by the well-known Jaynes-Cummings model (JCM) [1]. This
model is a simplified version of the interaction of the quantized (single-mode) electromagnetic
field and the two-level atom in the rotating wave approximation (RWA). Many various gen-
eralizations have been proposed to modify the JCM in the literatures. Intensity-dependent
(nonlinear) JCM was suggested by Buck and Sukumar [2] and then used by others [3, 4]. Fang
et al examined the entropy and phase properties of the field in two-photon JCM at the influence
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of the nonlinear interaction of a Kerr medium with the field mode [5]. Kazakov discussed the
interaction of two-level atom with two-mode field [6]. Crnugelj et al studied the time evolution
and squeezing properties of the deformed JCM which corresponds to the usual model with
intensity-dependent coupling controlled by two additional parameters may be determined by
experiment [7]. Abdel-Wahab et al discussed about the interaction between the two two-level
atoms and two-mode field and investigated the effect of the detuning parameters and cross-
Kerr nonlinearity on some of the nonclassical properties of the considered system [8]. Quantum
properties of a V -type and a Λ-type three-level atom interacting with a single-mode field in a
Kerr medium with intensity-dependent coupling and in the presence of the detuning parameters
have been studied in [9] and [10] by Zait and us, respectively. Guo et al [11] examined indi-
vidually the influences of the Kerr-like medium and intensity-dependent coupling on entropy
exchange and entanglement in the JCM and showed that these effects are helpful for improv-
ing the quality of entropy exchange. A generalization of the time-dependent JCM including
nonlinear terms in the field and/or an intensity-dependent coupling term has been considered
by Cordero et al [12], in which they studied the effect of atomic motion in the cavity on its
quantum state. Using the framework of f -deformed algebra, nonlinear JCM in the presence of a
Kerr-like medium has been introduced by Sa´nchez et al [13] where they studied some quantum
properties of the nonlinear field. A general formalism for a Λ-type three-level atom interacting
with a correlated two-mode field is presented by Abdel-Aty et al [14]. The authors found the
degree of entanglement (DEM) for their system by obtaining the density matrix operator.
In this paper, we intend to suggest a model that describes the interaction between a three-level
atom (which is considered in a Λ-configuration) and a two-mode cavity field in the presence of
various nonlinearities consist of a Kerr and deformed Kerr medium (which is distinguished from
a Kerr medium by a nonlinearity function that depends on the intensity of light), intensity-
dependent atom-field coupling and the detuning parameters. Apart from other new features of
our work, in particular, we investigate the effect of deformed Kerr medium on the atom-field
interaction, in the presence of intensity-dependent atom-field coupling and the detuning pa-
rameters. The main goal of the present paper is to discuss on the effects of these parameters
on the physical properties of the state vector of the whole system. To achieve this purpose, we
firstly evaluate the time evolution of the field entropy by which the amount of entanglement
between subsystems is determined. In addition, the position-momentum entropic uncertainty
relation is considered, from which the entropy squeezing can be investigated.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we obtain the state vector
of the whole system using the generalized JCM. Then, in section 3, the DEM between the atom
and the field is evaluated and then, entropy squeezing is studied in section 4. Finally, section
5 contains a summary and concluding remarks.
2 The model
This section is allocated to the description of the whole system under our considerations.
We concentrate on the interaction between a three-level atom and a two-mode cavity field
involving deformed Kerr medium with intensity-dependent atom-field coupling and the detuning
parameters. Let us consider a model in which the two-mode quantized electromagnetic field
oscillates with frequencies Ω1 and Ω2 in an optical cavity and the three-level atom be in the Λ-
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type atomic configuration. In this atomic configuration with atomic levels indicated by |j〉 and
energies ωj, where j=1,2,3 (see figure 1), the transitions |1〉 → |2〉 and |1〉 → |3〉 are allowed and
the transition |2〉 → |3〉 is forbidden in the electric-dipole approximation [15]. According to the
generalized JCM, the Hamiltonian for such system in the RWA can be written as (~ = c = 1):
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆ1,
where
Hˆ0 =
3∑
i=1
ωiσˆii +
2∑
j=1
Ωj aˆ
†
j aˆj, (1)
and
Hˆ1 = χRˆ
†
1Rˆ1Rˆ
†
2Rˆ2 + λ1(Aˆ1σˆ12 + σˆ21Aˆ†1) + λ2(Aˆ2σˆ13 + σˆ31Aˆ†2) (2)
where σˆij is the atomic lowering and raising operator between |i〉 and |j〉 defined by σˆij =
|i〉〈j|, (i, j = 1, 2, 3), aˆj (aˆ†j) is the bosonic annihilation (creation) operator of the field mode j, χ
denotes the nonlinearity of the deformed cross-Kerr medium and the constants λ1, λ2 determine
the strength of the atom-field couplings. In above relation, Rˆj = aˆj gˆj(nˆj) and Aˆj = aˆj fˆj(nˆj),
and Rˆ†j and Aˆ†j are their respective conjugate hermitians, where nˆj = aˆ†j aˆj . Also, gj(nˆj) and
fj(nˆj) are two generally different operator-valued functions which determine the deformation
of the Kerr medium and intensity-dependent atom-field coupling, respectively. Therefore, we
deal with two sets of operators satisfying the following commutation relations:
[Rˆj , nˆj] = Rˆj , [Rˆ
†
j , nˆj] = −Rˆ†j , [Rˆi, Rˆj ] = 0, (3)
and
[Aˆj, nˆj ] = Aˆj, [Aˆ†j, nˆj] = −Aˆ†j, [Aˆi, Aˆj] = 0, (4)
where we assumed g(nˆj) and f(nˆj) to be real functions of number operators. A deep insight
in the form of the introduced Hamiltonian Hˆ1 in (2) and comparing with full linear regime,
shows that the constant susceptibility χ and coupling constants λi (i = 1, 2) are changed to
deformed χ, χg21(n1)g
2
2(n2), (the physical motivation of this change has been established in [16])
and intensity-dependent coupling, λifi(ni), respectively. It is noteworthy to mention that in
the continuation of this paper, we will select the nonlinearity functions as fi(ni) =
√
ni and
gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni. By these considerations, one can rewrite the explicit form of the interaction
Hamiltonian in the final form
Hˆ int1 = χ+ λ1(aˆ1
√
aˆ†1aˆ1σˆ12 + σˆ21
√
aˆ†1aˆ1aˆ
†
1) + λ2(aˆ2
√
aˆ†2aˆ2σˆ13 + σˆ31
√
aˆ†2aˆ2aˆ
†
2). (5)
Nevertheless, in order to obtain a general formalism for our considered system, we proceed our
calculations with general form of fi(ni) and gi(ni).
Anyway, let us now consider the wave function |ψ(t)〉 corresponding to the whole system at
any time t to be in the form
|ψ(t)〉 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1qn2
[
A(n1, n2, t)e
−iγ1t|1, n1, n2〉
+ B(n1 + 1, n2, t)e
−iγ2t|2, n1 + 1, n2〉+ C(n1, n2 + 1, t)e−iγ3t|3, n1, n2 + 1〉
]
, (6)
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where qn1 and qn2 describe the amplitudes of the initial field states, A,B and C are the time-
dependent atomic probability amplitudes which have to be evaluated and
γ1 = ω1 + n1Ω1 + n2Ω2,
γ2 = ω2 + (n1 + 1)Ω1 + n2Ω2,
γ3 = ω3 + n1Ω1 + (n2 + 1)Ω2. (7)
At this stage, we should find the atomic probability amplitudes which determine the explicit
form of the wave function of whole system. Putting the wave function introduced in (6) into
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
i
∂
∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Hˆ|ψ(t)〉 (8)
arrives one at the following coupled differential equations for the atomic probability amplitudes
i A˙ = VAA + κ1Be
−i∆2t + κ2Ce
−i∆3t,
i B˙ = VBB + κ1Ae
i∆2t,
i C˙ = VCC + κ2Ae
i∆3t, (9)
where the detuning parameters ∆2 and ∆3 are now given by
∆2 = ω2 − ω1 + Ω1, ∆3 = ω3 − ω1 + Ω2, (10)
and the dot signs refer to the time differentiation. In (9) we have set
VA = V (n1, n2), VB = V (n1 + 1, n2), VC = V (n1, n2 + 1),
κ1 = λ1
√
n1 + 1 f1(n1 + 1), κ2 = λ2
√
n2 + 1 f2(n2 + 1), (11)
with
V (n1, n2) = χ n1n2g
2
1(n1)g
2
2(n2). (12)
By inserting B = eiµt in equation (9) we obtain the following relation
µ3 + x1µ
2 + x2µ+ x3 = 0, (13)
where
x1 = VA + VB + VC +∆3 − 2∆2,
x2 = (VA + VB −∆2)(VC +∆3 −∆2) + VB(VA −∆2)− κ21 − κ22,
x3 = VB
[
(VA −∆2)(VC +∆3 −∆2)− κ22
]− κ21(VC +∆3 −∆2). (14)
It is clear that equation (13) has generally three different roots. So, B will be a linear combi-
nation of eiµjt as follows
B(t) =
3∑
j=1
b˜je
iµjt, b˜j = κ1bj . (15)
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The general solution for equation (13) is given by
µj = −1
3
x1 +
2
3
√
x21 − 3x2 cos
[
θ +
2
3
(j − 1)pi
]
, j = 1, 2, 3,
θ =
1
3
cos−1
[
9x1x2 − 2x31 − 27x3
2(x21 − 3x2)3/2
]
, (16)
where we have used Kardan’s formula [17]. Now, by replacing equation (15) into the coupled
differential equations in (9) and after some lengthy but straightforward manipulations we obtain
the probability amplitudes in the following form:
A(n1, n2, t) = −e−i∆2t
3∑
j=1
(µj + VB)bje
iµjt,
B(n1 + 1, n2, t) =
3∑
j=1
κ1 bje
iµjt,
C(n1, n2 + 1, t) =
1
κ2
ei(∆3−∆2)t
3∑
j=1
[
(µj + VB)(µj + VA −∆2)− κ21
]
bje
iµjt, (17)
where the coefficients bj are still unknown parameters but they can be determined by specifying
the initial condition of atom. Hence, by considering the atom to be initially in the excited state,
i.e. A(0) = 1, B(0) = C(0) = 0 and using the equations in (17), the following relations for bj
may be found
bj =
µk + µl + VA + VB −∆2
µjkµjl
, j 6= k 6= l = 1, 2, 3, (18)
where µjk = µj−µk. Summing up, the wave function |ψ(t)〉 as given in (6) is exactly obtained.
Altogether, it should be emphasized that the time-dependent atomic probability amplitudes A,
B and C in the state vector of the system obtained in closed form in (17) are very complicated.
The dependence of the coefficients on the nonlinearity functions gj(nj) and fj(nj) may be
observed by an inverse overview on the relations (18) to (11). Anyway, now we are able to
study the nonclassical properties of the state of the atom-field system.
3 Quantum mutual information and the DEM
Quantum entanglement is one of the most essential characteristics of the quantum mechanical
systems which plays a key role within new information technologies and in many of the in-
teresting applications of quantum computation and quantum information [18]. Since quantum
entanglement is considered as a basic ingredient in the vivid description of the structural prop-
erties of composite quantum systems, the analysis of the entanglement properties of subsystems
is of more interest. In order to study the entanglement dynamics quantitatively and to evaluate
the DEM, the quantum entropy (quantum mutual information) is a useful criterion that indi-
cates the amount of entanglement [19]. In other words, the time evolution of the entropy of the
field or the atom reflects the time evolution of the DEM between subsystems. In the present
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bipartite quantum system under our consideration (atom and field), we use the von Neumann
entropy [20]. Before obtaining the reduced entropy of the field and the atom, it is valuable to
pay attention to the important theorem of Araki and Leib [21]. According to this theorem, in
a bipartite quantum system, the system and subsystem entropies, at any time t, are limited by
the following triangle inequality
|SA(t)− SF (t)| ≤ SAF (t) ≤ SA(t) + SF (t), (19)
where here the subscripts “A” and “F” refer to the atom and the field, respectively and the total
entropy of the atom-field system is denoted by SAF . As a result, if at the initial time the field
and the atom are in pure states, the total entropy of the system is zero and remains constant.
This means that, if the system is initially prepared in a pure state (as we have considered),
at any time t > 0, the reduced entropies of the two subsystems (atom and field) are identical,
that is, SA(t) = SF (t) [22]. So, we need only to calculate the reduced entropy of the atom to
arrive at the DEM. According to the von Neumann entropy, as a measure of entanglement and
at the same time, the degree of purity loss of the subsystem, the entropy of the atom and the
field are defined through the corresponding reduced density operator by
SA(F )(t) = −TrA(F )
(
ρˆA(F )(t) ln ρˆA(F )(t)
)
. (20)
The reduced density operator of the atom is given by
ρˆA(t) = TrF (|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|)
=

 ρ11 ρ12 ρ13ρ21 ρ22 ρ23
ρ31 ρ32 ρ33

 , (21)
where the elements of symmetric matrix in (21) are given below:
ρ11 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1q
∗
n1qn2q
∗
n2A(n1, n2, t)A
∗(n1, n2, t),
ρ12 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1+1q
∗
n1
qn2q
∗
n2
A(n1 + 1, n2, t)B
∗(n1 + 1, n2, t) exp(i∆2t) = ρ
∗
21,
ρ13 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1q
∗
n1qn2+1q
∗
n2A(n1, n2 + 1, t)C
∗(n1, n2 + 1, t) exp(i∆3t) = ρ
∗
31,
ρ22 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1q
∗
n1
qn2q
∗
n2
B(n1 + 1, n2, t)B
∗(n1 + 1, n2, t),
ρ23 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1q
∗
n1+1
qn2+1q
∗
n2
B(n1 + 1, n2 + 1, t)C
∗(n1 + 1, n2 + 1, t) exp(i(∆3 −∆2)t) = ρ∗32,
ρ33 =
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1q
∗
n1qn2q
∗
n2C(n1, n2 + 1, t)C
∗(n1, n2 + 1, t), (22)
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in which, in all of the above relations, qn1 and qn2 are the probability amplitudes of the initial
radiation field modes, and A, B, C are the atomic probability amplitudes have been introduced
in (17). Consequently, the entropy of the field or the atom can be obtained by the following
relation [10, 19, 23]
DEM(t) = SF (t) = SA(t) = −
3∑
j=1
ξj ln ξj (23)
where ξj are the eigenvalues of the reduced atomic density operator in (21) which have been
given by Kardan’s instruction as [17]
ξj = −1
3
α1 +
2
3
√
α21 − 3α2 cos
[
β +
2
3
(j − 1)pi
]
,
β =
1
3
cos−1
[
9α1α2 − 2α31 − 27α3
2(α21 − 3α2)3/2
]
, (24)
with
α1 = −ρ11 − ρ22 − ρ33,
α2 = ρ11ρ22 + ρ22ρ33 + ρ33ρ11 − ρ12ρ21 − ρ23ρ32 − ρ31ρ13,
α3 = −ρ11ρ22ρ33 − ρ12ρ23ρ31 − ρ13ρ32ρ21 + ρ11ρ23ρ32 + ρ22ρ31ρ13 + ρ33ρ12ρ21. (25)
It is valuable to declare that since the parameter α1 in (25) specifies the trace of density matrix
with minus sign, thus the exact value of this parameter is clearly equal to −1. Concerning
equations (23)–(25), we are able to determine the variation of the entropy of the atom (or
the field) with time. In addition, the DEM between the atom and field can also be specified.
The pure state |ψ(t)〉 of a bipartite (atom-field) system is entangled if and only if the reduced
density operators for the subsystems describe mixed states (SA(F ) 6= 0). Also, the subsystems
are disentangled (the system of atom-field is separable) if DEM in equation (23) tends to zero
(SA(F ) = 0).
Without loss of generality, we consider λ1 = λ2 = λ in all of our numerical calculations in the
remainder of the paper. Accordingly, we can plot all required quantities as a function of scaled
time τ = λt. Also, two modes of the cavity field are considered to be initially in a standard
coherent states with the mean photon numbers |α1|2 and |α2|2 as
|αi〉 =
+∞∑
ni=0
qni |ni〉, qni = exp
(
−|αi|
2
2
)
αnii√
ni!
, i = 1, 2. (26)
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the field entropy against the scaled time τ for initial mean
number of photons fixed at |α1|2 = 10 = |α2|2. The left plots concern with the absence of
the intensity-dependent coupling, i.e. fi(ni) = 1 and in the right plots the intensity-dependent
coupling with fi(ni) =
√
ni is considered. The physical interest in this nonlinearity function and
its associated coherent state is arisen naturally from the Hamiltonian illustrating the interaction
with intensity-dependent coupling between a two-level atom and a radiation field [24]. In figure
2(a) the Kerr effect is eliminated (χ = 0) and the exact resonant case is assumed (∆2 =
7
∆3 = 0). Figure 2(b) shows the effect of the Kerr medium (χ = 0.4λ, gi(ni) = 1) in exact
resonance condition and in figure 2(c) the effect of deformed Kerr medium (χ = 0.4λ), which
is distinguished from Kerr medium by nonlinearity function gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni, in the absence of
the detuning is examined. The effect of the detuning parameters (∆2 = 7λ,∆3 = 15λ) in the
absence of the Kerr medium (χ = 0) has been shown in figure 2(d). Also, the influence of these
parameters in the presence of Kerr medium and deformed Kerr medium has been depicted in
figures 2(e) and 2(f), respectively. It is useful to notice that the function gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni, which
has been introduced by Man’ko et al [25] (and the corresponding coherent states have been
named by Sudarshan as harmonious states [26]), is an applied nonlinearity function which has
been frequently utilized in recent literature [27].
In detail, from the left plot of figure 2(a), whereas the intensity-dependent coupling, the Kerr
effect and the detuning parameters are neglected, a random behaviour for the time evolution of
the field entropy is observed. By entering the effect of intensity-dependent coupling (right plot),
the temporal behavior of the field entropy is oscillatory and the maximum amount of the DEM
is increased. A random behaviour for both plots of figure 2(b) is seen in the presence of ordinary
Kerr effect and in resonance. Figure 2(c) refers to the effect of “deformed” Kerr medium which is
distinguishable from Kerr medium by the nonlinearity function gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni. It is obviously
beheld that the time evolution of field entropy for figure 2(c) and 2(a) is qualitatively identical.
The left plot of figure 2(c) shows that the effect of deformed Kerr medium causes the maximum
values of DEM to be enhanced, when it is compared with the left plot of figure 2(a). Also, if we
compare figures 2(b) and 2(c), it is understood that the deformed Kerr medium increases the
DEM. Specifically, focusing on the right plots, it is demonstrated that the influence of deformed
Kerr medium raises up the maximum amount of the field entropy. The effect of the detuning is
studied in figure 2(d). According to this figure, one can observe that in the left (right) plot of
figure 2(d), the time evolution of the field entropy has an oscillatory behaviour which rapidly
varies against scaled time. Although, the presence of intensity-dependent coupling (right plot
of figure 2(d)) increases the amount of entanglement by a relative amount of nearly 0.3. The
simultaneous study of the influences of the detuning parameters and Kerr medium (deformed
Kerr medium) has been shown in figure 2(e) (figure 2(f)). By comparison between figures 2(c)
and 2(e) one can deduce that the detuning decreases the maximum amount of entanglement.
In addition, comparing the right plots of these figures shows that the presence of the detuning
parameters destroys the oscillatory behaviour of the field entropy in the intensity-dependent
coupling regime. Finally, the influence of deformed Kerr medium in nonresonance conditions is
studied in figure 2(f). Indeed, in the right plot of figure 2(f), we have entered all parameters; i.e.
detuning and deformed Kerr medium in the presence of intensity-dependent coupling. From
the left plots of figures 2(d) and 2(f), it is evident that opposite the ordinary Kerr medium in
which the amount of the DEM has been descended by the presence of detuning parameters,
they have no remarkable effect on the maximum values of the DEM, when the deformed Kerr
medium is present.
In summary, adding our above results, comparing the left plots of figure 2 (in which the
atom-field couplings are constant) with the right ones shows that the presence of intensity-
dependent coupling increases the maximum amount of DEM between the atom and the field.
By focusing on the effect of nonlinearities associated with Kerr and deformed Kerr medium, it
is found that the existence of Kerr medium and specially deformed Kerr medium (by selecting
the special nonlinearity functions gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni) may improve the amount of DEM, while the
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detuning parameters reduce this quantity.
4 Position-momentum entropic uncertainty relation
Based on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [28], any two noncommuting observables cannot
be simultaneously measured with arbitrary precision. For example, the uncertainty for position
and momentum read as ∆x∆p ≥ 0.5. Following Shannon’s ideas, one can supply an alternative
mathematical formulation of the uncertainty principle by the inequality δxδp ≥ pie [29], where
δx and δp are defined as the exponential of Shannon entropies associated with the probability
distributions for x and p as given below [30, 31]
δx = exp(Ex) = exp

−
+∞∫
−∞
〈x|ρˆF |x〉 ln〈x|ρˆF |x〉dx

 ,
δp = exp(Ep) = exp

−
+∞∫
−∞
〈p|ρˆF |p〉 ln〈p|ρˆF |p〉dp

 , (27)
where ρˆF = TrA (|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|) and the density matrix element may be determined as follows
〈x|ρˆF |x〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1qn2A(n1, n2, t)〈x|n1〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1qn2B(n1 + 1, n2, t)〈x|n1 + 1〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣
+∞∑
n1=0
+∞∑
n2=0
qn1qn2C(n1, n2 + 1, t)〈x|n1〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (28)
in which
〈x|n1〉 =
[
exp (−x2)√
pi2n1n1!
]1/2
Hn1(x), (29)
with Hn1(x) as the Hermite polynomials. Also, it is convenient to see that we restricted our
calculation only for field mode 1, as can be seen in relations (28) and (29).
To analyze the position-momentum entropic uncertainty relation or entropy squeezing of the
atom in motion, we introduce two (normalized) quantities as follows:
EX(t) = (pie)
−1/2 exp(Ex(t))− 1,
EP (t) = (pie)
−1/2 exp(Ep(t))− 1. (30)
When −1 < EX(t) < 0 (−1 < EP (t) < 0), the position (momentum) i.e., X(P ) component of
the field entropy is said to be squeezed.
Presented results in figure 3 show the time evolution of entropy squeezing versus the scaled
time τ for the initial mean number of photons fixed at |α1|2 = 10 = |α2|2. The left (right) plots
again correspond to the case fi(ni) = 1 (fi(ni) =
√
ni). Figure 3(a) deals with the effect of
intensity-dependent coupling in the absence of other effects (no Kerr medium and no resonance
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condition). Figure 3(b) refers to the effect of Kerr medium (χ = 0.4λ, gi(ni) = 1) in the
resonance condition and in figure 3(c) the effect of deformed Kerr medium (χ = 0.4λ, gi(ni) =
1/
√
ni) in the absence of the detuning is studied. The effect of the detuning parameters
(∆2 = 7λ,∆3 = 15λ) in the absence of the Kerr medium (χ = 0) is presented in figure 3(d).
Also, the influence of the detuning together with Kerr medium and deformed Kerr medium has
been exhibited in figures 3(e) and 3(f), respectively.
In detail, as is seen from the left plot of figure 3(a), whereas Kerr effect and the detuning
have been disregarded, entropy squeezing parameter possesses negative values almost for all
times and this occurrence implies to the nonclassical behavior of the state vector of the whole
system. If we compare the left and right plots (where intensity-dependent coupling is entered)
of figure 3(a), it is seen that, in the presence of this nonlinearity, entropy squeezing disappears
as the time proceeds. The left plot of figure 3(b) showing the effect of Kerr medium, indicates
that the entropy squeezing gets it minimum value at all times. By entering the effect of
intensity-dependent coupling, it is observed that the entropy squeezing still remains constant
at −1, which corresponds to minimum (maximum) amount of entropy squeezing parameter
(nonclassicality). This situation is different when we entered the deformed Kerr medium effect
(figure 3(c)). Comparing the left plot of figures 3(a) and 3(c) indicates that by entering the
effect of deformed Kerr medium, which is different from the Kerr medium by entering the
function gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni, the amount of entropy squeezing may be changed and generally is
reduced. Even, for some finite intervals of time, this nonclassical behavior is disappeared.
The same treatment can be performed for the left plot of figure 3(d), where the effect of
detuning parameters is examined. From this figure, one can observe that the amount of entropy
squeezing gets positive and negative values, although the nonclassicality behavior is appeared
in most of the time. Both of the left and right plots of figures 3(e) which are similar to their
corresponding plots of figure 3(b), show that despite adding the effect of detuning, the value of
entropy squeezing remains minimum (−1) at all times. Figure 3(f) shows that in the presence of
deformed Kerr medium, the detuning parameters have no significant role in the amount of the
negativity of entropy squeezing and it is clear that the time evolution of the entropy squeezing
(figures 3(d) and 3(f)) are alike.
So, we may conclude that, while the Kerr medium has a direct role in revealing the squeez-
ing in entropy of the state vector of the system, the deformed Kerr effect and also the detuning
parameters reduce the strength of entropy squeezing, as a nonclassicality sign. Also, it may
be understood from the right plots of figure 3 that, the effect of intensity-dependent coupling
(which characterized by the nonlinearity function fi(ni) =
√
ni) descends the amount of nega-
tivity of entropy squeezing and so decreases the nonclassicality of the system state.
5 Summary and conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the nonlinear interaction between a three-level atom (which
was considered to be in a Λ-configuration) and a two-mode cavity field in the presence of cross-
Kerr medium and its deformed counterpart (which are distinguished from each other by the
nonlinearity function gi(ni)), intensity-dependent atom-field coupling (which is characterized
by the nonlinearity function fi(ni)) and the detuning parameters. Next, after obtaining the
explicit analytical, even though complicated form of the state vector of the bipartite (atom-
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field) system in a general manner, quantum entanglement between the subsystems has been
evaluated computationally, by using the approach of von Neumann entropy. Also, considering
the Shannon’s idea, entropy squeezing or position-momentum entropic uncertainty relation of
the state vector of the entire system has been examined, numerically. In each case, we indi-
vidually studied the effects of “intensity-dependent coupling” (entered by fi(ni) =
√
ni), “Kerr
medium”, “deformed Kerr medium” (entered by gi(ni) = 1/
√
ni) and “detuning parameters”
on the physical quantities consist of quantum entropy of the field and position-momentum
entropic uncertainty relation (entropy squeezing).
The numerical results of the field entropy showed that the existence of Kerr medium (and
also deformed Kerr medium) may enhance the maximum amount of entanglement between the
atom and the field, while the detuning parameters and intensity-dependent coupling reduce
the DEM between subsystems. Also, the numerical results of the entropy squeezing (position-
momentum entropic uncertainty relation) indicate that Kerr medium has a significant role in
increasing the negativity of entropy squeezing in position component and so the nonclassicality
of the state. Although, the deformed Kerr effect and also the detuning parameters reduce the
strength of this nonclassicality sign of the state vector of the system. In addition, from the
right plots of figure 3 where the effect of intensity–dependent coupling has been studied, it is
observed that this effect (of course, by considering the chosen nonlinearity function fi(ni) =√
ni) descends the amount of negativity of entropy squeezing.
Finally, we would like to emphasize the generality of our obtained formalism in the sense that
it may be used for any physical system, either any nonlinear oscillator algebra with arbitrary
nonlinearity function, or any solvable quantum system with known discrete energy spectrum
en [32].
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